P(x) fulfills the following identity
A first proof of this formula (in case of semi-simple real Jordan algebras) can be found in Ch. Hertneck [5] , The proof for general Jordan algebras was given independently by I. G. MacDonald [ó] . Since P(c) is the identity mapping, the determinant |JP(X)| is not identically zero. The transformation P(x) is called the quadratic representation of the Jordan algebra A. Formula (1) shows for instance containing the point CA* Using certain results on Jordan algebras, in particular formula (1), the theory of eigenvalues of a Jordan algebra (following ideas of E. Artin) and the notion of the inverse in a Jordan algebra (due to N. Jacobson [l] , following a representation of E. Artin), we are able to prove THEOREM 
Let A be a semi-simple Jordan algebra over R. Then ti(A) is an Q,-domain in the vector space underlying A. The bilinear form a associated with the Q,-domain coincides with the bilinear form T of A. Moreover', the transformations P(x), \P(x)\ 5^0, belong to the group S which is associated with the Q-domain.
In the course of the proof it turns out, that even the group generated by the transformations P(x) where x varies in some neighbourhood of the unitelement CA, acts transitively on Y A» Vice versa, let us start out with an fl-domain (F, co, c) in X. An investigation of the geodesies with respect to the (in general not positive definite) metric given by the Hessian AJJAJ log o)(y) leads to THEOREM 
Let (F, a>, c) be an Q-domain in X. Then there exists a semi-simple Jordan algebra A in X such that (F, co, c) = Q,(A).

Furthermore we get
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THEOREM 3. The map A->ti(A) of the family of semi-simple real Jordan algebras A is a bisection onto the family of Çl-domains.
It is important to know under which circumstances two semi-simple Jordan algebras give rise to Q-domains that are not essentially different. We call two B-domains (F, co, c) resp. (F', <o', c') denned over the vector space X resp. X' of the same dimension, equivalent if there is a bijective linear transformation V: X-*X' such that Special cases of S2-domains are the homogeneous domains of positivity (see [2; 3; 4] , O. S. Rothaus [7] , Ch. Hertneck [5] and E. B. Vinberg [8] ). It is known, that the map A-^Ü{A) maps the family of formal real Jordan algebras onto the family of homogeneous domains of positivity. Here a Jordan algebra A is called formal real if x 2 +y 2 = 0 implies x = y = 0. This is equivalent to the notion of a compact Jordan algebra, i.e., a Jordan algebra, for which the bilinear form r(x, y) is positive definite. This gives an algebraic characterization of the Jordan algebras associated with domains of positivity. However, there is a different geometric characterization of the domains of positivity in the family of Q-domains. THEOREM 7. An ti-domain (F, co, c) is an homogeneous domain of posivitity if and only if the set Y is convex.
